IT & Banner Support Break-out Room Notes

- If you could design the perfect campus change experience for students, what would that look like?
- What are some of the operational challenges associated with transfer/campus change students that campuses will need to work through on this project (e.g. admissions, course equivalencies)?
- What data needs to be able to flow in and out of Banner between campuses?
- What can we do operationally to ensure that campus change data is tracked consistently from the time of admissions to graduation?
- Are there other concerns we need to address as a system with regard to IT/operations that falls within the scope of this project?

Ideas:
- Would like to have an electronic exchange for transcripts within the system
- UTC and UTM do not use Common App.
- Immunizations are handled similarly across campuses
- UTM and UTC use Degree Works for the petitioning process
- Perhaps need a cohort or attribute to track students’ progress
- How do we handle students that owe money at another school? What about disciplinary holds? Basically, these types of holds need to be common.